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MBD Projects, Initiatives 
•  Marel, Conveying Systems 
•  Levitech, Semiconductor Industry 
•  Haas Mondomix, Food Industry 
 
Disciplines 
•  R&D,  product and equipment design 
•  Standardization and modularization 
•  Configuration 
•  MBD/MBE working methods and structures  
 
What document types (Part, Assembly) 
•  Parts,  
•  Assemblies 
•  Weld Assemblies 
•  Mounting Assemblies 
•  Compleet production packages 

 



What materials (plastic parts, metal parts, ...)  
•  Stainless Steel 
•  Casted and injection molded design 3D printing materials 
•  Ceramic 
 
Previous process at all customers 
•  Drawing Based 
 
Current status 
•  At Marel we are running a pilot project with MBD/MBE drawingless through Enterprise 

Web Based Interface Product Configurator MBD Output 



Goals 
•  Our goal is to implement and develop MBD and MBM at our customers to optimize production en 

minimize Time to Market. 

The MBD initiatives are all driven by management 
•  Without the support of management it‘s impossible to achieve anything. 
 
Tip 
•  Before you start, follow a course of change management. People don‘t want to change there working 

methods, but when they go to MBD they don‘t want to go back to “Drawings” 



Software we use 
•  PTC, Creo 2.0 M060 
•  PTC, Creo View 2.0 M030 
•  PTC, Windchill 10.1 M030 
•  Techsoft, Creo Management Tools 
•  B&W, SMARTUpdate 
•  B&W, SMART3DExport 
•  Software Factory, WT-Upload 
 
SMARTUpdate 
While Model Check in Creo Parametric primarily examines problems in your models, SMARTUpdate offers 
users the chance to automatically correct the errors found (in particular data consistency error for the PDM 
systems used). And it allows the user to configure and update there models. 
 
SMART3DExport 
SMART3DExport is a TOOLKIT-Application for Creo Parametric which enables the user to generate 
drawings of a model in the PDF format without using the drawing mode of Creo. The information carriers 
are combined states, which are defined and attached to the model during the modeling process. These 
combined states are storing information like 3D-annotations and -dimensions, simplified representations, 
style states, orientations, layer states as well as cross-sections and exploded states.  

 



Goals achieved 
•  Defined a MBD definitions for customers 
•  Full control of MBD definitions in model with SMARTUpdate due to MBD configuration 
•  Multiple page PDF generation with 3DSMARTExport 
•  On release base at attachments to CAD-Part in Windchill with WT-Upload 
•  Production uses only viewables with Creo View due to available MBD definition in models 


